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Maleic hydrazide (MH) formulations containing 3 pounds per gallon of active
ingredient can no longer be manufactured for sale in the United States. However,
all 3-pound MH formulations that were manufactured before October, 1981 can be
sold until the supply of that formulation is exhausted. MH formulations contain-
ing 1.5 or 2.25 pounds of active ingredient (Potassium salt of MH) can still be
manufactured and sold in the U.S. for controlling suckers on tobacco.
Another type of sucker control chemical which contains a mixture of fatty
alcohols (FA) is available. This is commonly referred to as a contact sucker
control chemical because it must come in contact with small sucker buds for suck-
er kill to occur. (Spraying techniques for FA and MH chemicals are outlined in
UK's 1982 Tobacco Handbook).
When used alone as a single treatment, a FA sucker control chemical will
not consistently give as good sucker control as MH, be.cause'of failure of the
chemical to contact all the sucker buds on a plant or crooked stalks. MH normal-
ly gives 95 to 100 percent sucker control, while one application of a contact
usually results in 75 to 90 percent sucker. control. Two applications of a fatty
alcohol will usually control suckers better than one application, but will not
consistently give as good control as o~ spraying of MH.
Another sucker control chemical which contains a mixture of FA and MH is
also available for use in Kentucky. It provides sucker control by both contact
and systemic action in one application and has performed well in tests on the UK
Experiment Station Farm.
Comparison of FA and MH
To evaluate the effects of early topping (button stage rather than early
flower), followed with a FA treatment and later by MH, a series of field tests
were conducted during recent years. During this 5-year period, a total of ten
tests were conducted on the UK Experiment Station Farm and on farms in 3 coun-
ties near Lexington. The treatments were: (1) topped at button stage, sprayed
with 2 gallA of FA, followed by 3 Ib/A of MH (active ingredient) about one week
later, and (2) topped at early flower stage and sprayed with 3 1blA of MH. In
all instances, both treatments were harvested at the same time, usually from 20-
30 days after the MH was applied. Sucker control attained from the two series
of treatments was equally good, ranging from 95 to 100 percent. The locations,
years and yields of cured tobacco are shown in Table 1.
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2Table 1. Yields of Burley Tobacco from Field Tests Comparing FA + MH and MH
Alone for Sucker Control.
TREATMENT
YEAR LOCATION REPLICATIONS/SITE FA + MH MH
LBS CURED LEAF PER ACRE
1977 UKAES* 9 3099 3000
1978 UKAES 9 3180 3191
1978 UKAES 3 3182 3223
1979 SCOTT CO. 8 2628 2681
1979 UKAES 6 3602 3464
1979 UKAES 12 3129 3057
1980 UKAES 6 2923 2636
1981 UKAES 3 3234 3051
1981 LINCOLN CO. 3 2910 2800
1981 CLARK CO. 3 2547 , 2376
WEIGHTED AVERAGE YIELD 3062 2980
*UKAES (Universitv of Kentucky Agricul ture· Expe riment Station)
/
Resu1 ts
The data for 62 observations were analyzed, using the t-test for paired com-
parisons. The difference in mean yield of 82 pounds per acre was significant at
the 5 percent level of significance. The probability of obtaining an increase in
yield would be high for the practice of topping early and using FA + MH for.sucker
control rather than later topping and using MIl alone. However, yield increases
should not be expected in every instance.
Use of FA and MH as two separate treatments w~en irregular flowering of bur-
ley occurs is discussed in the UK 1982 Tobacco Handbook which is available at all
county agents' offices.
The manufacturer's directions for proper use of all approved sucker control
chemicals should be followed.
